
Accelerate Your Clinical Trials
Across the industry, companies are striving to find ways to improve operational 
efficiency. Intralinks® enables you to better manage the distribution, collection and 
tracking of critical information related to site recruitment, study start-up (SSU) and 
safety while also adding a layer of security to the process. Intralinks’ Clinical Trial 
Portal improves collaboration and document exchange between everyone involved in  
a clinical trial — to accelerate the whole process.

Clinical Trials
Simplify Site Recruitment 
Significantly shorten the site recruitment process by managing the distribution and 
collection of the feasibility survey online in a secure, centralized location. Track the 
status of site survey completion on Intralinks so you can focus on follow-up and get 
sites on-boarded quickly.

Shorten Study Start-Up Time 
Distribute and collect regulatory documents such as 1572s, investigator brochures 
and study protocols online to shorten SSU. Manage and track site status by keeping 
tabs on the completion of key regulatory documents.

Enhance Study Conduct 
Intralinks’ Clinical Trial Portal is the single place of record for all study documents.
Updating, tracking and discussing new trial information on Intralinks ensures 
everyone is always on the same page.

Easily Store, Manage, Review and Archive Site-Based Documentation 
Enable sites to file and manage study documents with our Electronic Investigator-
Controlled Site File (eISF). With document control everywhere and anytime, even the 
most sensitive content can be shared remotely, while secure, independent 3rd party 
hosted long-term archiving improves inspection-readiness after the completion of your 
study.

Manage Trial Information 
Effortlessly exchange information among trial participants throughout the study. 
Create a single, secure repository for monitoring reports, data clarification forms, lab 
information, summary reports, patient diary data and adverse event reports.
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protocol to first subject first visit*
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*Source: Based on Intralinks exchange 
metrics for a top-five pharma client. 



Safety Document Distribution
Centralize Information and Speed Up Reporting 
Centralize SAE, SUSAR, IND, and ADR safety reporting on Intralinks so information 
is immediately available to all parties who need it. Principal Investigators, IRBs and 
other stakeholders can be notified via email or pager alerts when a document is 
posted so they have instant access to information.

Ensure Security and Reduce Risk 
With Intralinks, you can control access to documents and reduce the risk of accidental 
disclosure to unauthorized individuals. Documents can be locked to prevent printing, 
saving and forwarding, and can be watermarked for additional security. And, Intralinks 
provides robust, real-time reporting capabilities to help with compliance.

Provide Global Access 
Organize all documents in a centralized online location for instant global access by 
everyone who needs the information.

(NYSE: IL): The leading, global technology provider of inter-enterprise content management and collaboration 
solutions designed to enable the exchange, management control of documents and content between organizations 
securely and compliantly when working through the firewall. Thousands of companies and more than two million 
professionals use Intralinks for everything from ad hoc collaborations to complex, multi-business partnerships in 
financial services, life sciences, manufacturing, technology, and a wide range of other industries worldwide. 
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